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The effect of 3-D prestack seismic migration on seismic
coherence and amplitude variability

Walter E. Rietveld∗, Jan H. Kommedal‡, and Kurt J. Marfurt∗∗

ABSTRACT

We compare the effect of 3-D poststack versus 3-D
prestack imaging on seismic coherence, seismic ampli-
tude, and seismic amplitude variation. We find that the
improved resolution and amplitude preservation of the
prestack imaging result in more sharply defined termi-
nations and hence better delineation by coherence and
amplitude gradients even though the (macro) velocity
models used in both imaging approaches are laterally
invariant [v(z)].

INTRODUCTION

During the past years, 3-D prestack seismic migration has
been applied widely to imaging seismic reflectors in complex
geologic terranes, allowing us both to place steeply dipping
reflectors properly and to collapse diffraction hyperbolas at
reflector and fault-plane intersections. Even in the absence of
complex structure, 3-D prestack migration allows better imag-
ing of reflector terminations, sigmoids, and clinoforms, thereby
enabling better map seismic sequence boundaries and pack-
ages.

Conventional 1-D seismic attributes, such as those intro-
duced in Taner et al. (1979), are highly sensitive to the am-
plitude and phase preservation of the earth’s reflectivity. More
recent application of multitrace attributes, such as seismic co-
herence (Bahorich and Farmer 1995, 1996; Marfurt et al., 1998;
Gersztenkorn and Marfurt, 1999); dip/azimuth (Marfurt et al.,
1998; Marfurt et al., 1999; Mondt, 1990; Rijks and Jauffred,
1991); and amplitude variation (Marfurt and Kirlin, 1999) are
highly sensitive to the sharpness of reflector terminations. On
a horizontal time slice, unmigrated diffractions in a common-
offset volume appear to be smoothly curving coherent events,
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and under- or overmigrated diffractions appear to be diffusely
coherent, while properly migrated diffractions appear as a
sharp, low-coherence delineation of the fault trace and divid-
ing zones having discrete jumps in dip/azimuth and amplitude.
Equally important, 3-D prestack depth migration better pre-
serves the continuity and discontinuity of seismic amplitude
variation along a reflector, even for simple laterally invari-
ant, v(z), velocity models (Etgen et al., 1997). Because the
migrated image in depth or time is the input to seismic coher-
ence, dip/azimuth, and amplitude gradient analysis, we expect
that any improvement in the seismic image will lead directly to
improvements in these attributes.

We will not address the theory on pre- or poststack imaging
on seismic attribute analysis. Rather, we will show the impact
of state-of-the-art prestack imaging seismic coherence and am-
plitude variability for two case studies.

IMAGING AND ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS

Seismic coherence is a 3-D measure of similarity of the seis-
mic waveform with respect to the waveform of neighboring
traces. The seismic waveform is a function of the earth’s reflec-
tivity, which varies with lateral changes in lithology, porosity,
fluid saturation, and pore pressure. These in turn are related to
changes in deposition, diagenesis, structural deformation, and
the presence of hydrocarbons. Such lateral changes in reflec-
tivity are sampled by the band-limited seismic source wavelet.
In principle, the limits to lateral resolution of the reflectivity
is on the order of one-fourth of the minimum apparent hori-
zontal wavelength, λmin, which is a function of the maximum
frequency in the source wavelet fmax, the velocity above the
reflector v, and the maximum angle of incidence of the scat-
tered wave field φmax, that we are able to record. For reasons
of both intrinsic and effective attenuation caused by geometric
scattering, the maximum frequency of the source wavelet de-
creases with depth. The lateral resolution of seismic data also
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decreases with depth because the maximum angle of incidence
φmax, that we are able to record decreases with depth because of
the limited fixed seismic migration aperture at the surface. At
its largest, the seismic migration aperture is the lateral extent
of a common offset volume.

Common-midpoint processing, including normal moveout
(NMO) correction and stack, partially compensates for some of
the above-mentioned effects, achieving quite accurate results
for flat, specular reflectors. Poststack (or more accurately, zero-
offset) time migration of depth moveout (DMO)-corrected
data compensates more accurately for both dipping reflectors
and diffracting horizons.

We can interpret seismic imaging as a progressive down-
ward continuation of virtual sources and receivers. In this man-
ner, 3-D prestack seismic imaging improves the lateral reso-
lution of the subsurface image by collapsing diffractions that
span several kilometers in the input time-domain image back
to the highly localized points or edges where they were gen-
erated in the resulting depth-domain image. In this manner,

FIG. 1. Poststack images are generated by (a) an NMO correction based on stacking velocities (vstack ) of CMP
gathers, followed by a DMO correction and stack. These stacked traces then are imaged, (b) using either straight
raypaths (for time migration, indicated by the dashed line) or crooked zero-offset raypaths (for depth migration,
indicated by the solid line). In contrast, prestack migration is a single-step process, with prestack time migration
(c) imaging with straight raypaths using rms velocities (vrms), and prestack depth migration (d) imaging with
kinematically correct, typically crooked raypaths using interval velocity (vint ). For each offset in depth migration,
the raypaths will change according to the interval velocities that they find on their way. In time migration, the
same rms velocity is used for each offset.

the Fresnel zone approaches the ideal λmin/4 limit (Thore and
Juliard, 1996). Likewise, complex reflections including tripli-
cations on time-domain gathers should be unscrambled and
placed at their proper positions in the subsurface.

Prestack depth migration correctly accounts for Snell’s law,
or the ray kinking that takes place at each velocity discontinu-
ity for each and every offset (Figure 1d). In contrast, conven-
tional NMO corrections assumes a constant rms velocity down
to each reflector (Figure 1a). The data then are stacked and
migrated properly using the raypaths appropriate for a zero-
offset section. The approximation arises in that the raypath
kinking experienced by the zero-offset section can be signifi-
cantly different from that experienced by a mid- or far-offset
section. This mixing of incorrectly moveout-compensated off-
set gathers will result in a general structural smearing of the
seismic image, loss of amplitude preservation, and a reduction
in both temporal and lateral resolution.

It is intuitively obvious that either poststack or prestack seis-
mic migration will improve the lateral resolution, and therefore
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also will improve the quality of any type of attribute analysis. It
is also intuitively obvious that prestack imaging, if the proper
velocity field is used, will give an improved image over con-
ventional common-midpoint (CMP) processing and poststack
migration. What is less obvious is that although prestack time
or depth migration can increase the fidelity of seismic attributes
greatly, seismic attributes can be of considerable aid in quali-
fying the accuracy of our current velocity model. Typically, we
judge the accuracy of prestack images in two ways: through the
consistency of the multiple common-offset seismic images at
discrete common reflection-point analysis points, and through
the focusing of fault-plane terminations on vertical sections
through the final stacked volume. The sensitivity of seismic at-
tribute maps, particularly seismic coherence, provides us with
a third measure of quality control: the examination of target-
oriented migrated depth slices for clarity of fault edges, and
geologic consistency of stratigraphic features such as channels,
dewatering features, and karsting.

Example 1: Offshore Trinidad

In Figure 2a, taken from Etgen et al. (1997), we compare a
vertical slice extracted perpendicular to the acquisition lines [a
slice along a (y, z) plane] after conventional CMP processing
(NMO-DMO) followed by 3-D poststack depth migration. In
Figure 2b, we show the same slice after 3-D prestack depth
migration. Note the improved quality of the prestack image in
sharpening discontinuities, including the fault-plane reflections
indicated by gray arrows, while at the same time improving
amplitude continuity along major reflectors indicated by the
white arrows. In Figure 3, we display a 3-D response envelope
extraction (Bodine, 1984) made along the horizon indicated
by the white arrows in Figure 2. In the absence of well control,

FIG. 2. Comparison between the (a) poststack and (b) prestack image for a cross-line (y, z) vertical slice. Gray
arrows indicate a major fault-plane reflection. Note the improvements in continuity of the reflector amplitude,
indicated by the white arrows (after Etgen et al., 1997).

FIG. 3. Seismic response envelope extracted along the horizon
indicated by arrows in Figure 2 from the 3-D (a) poststack and
(b) prestack migrated depth cubes.
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we have no means of determining which image is correct. How-
ever, the difference is rather sobering. If this reflector were as-
sociated with gas, the poststack flow would lead to a prediction
of lesser reserves and reservoir compartmentalization, which
might affect our drilling decision adversely.

Next, we performed a coherence attribute analysis on both
the poststack and prestack migrated depth cubes. In Figure 4,
we display a “chair” image of seismic data composed of (y, z)
vertical slice at x = 20 km through the poststack depth image
combined with an (x, y) depth slice through the coherence
cube at a depth of z = 3.5 km, folded along the line defined
by y = 20 km, z = 3.5 km. Note the excellent tie between the
seismic data and the seismic coherence attribute, which allows
us to follow the faults in the vertical (y, z) slice from the surface
down to 3.5 km and then out into the (x, y) depth slice.

In Figure 5, we display the same data, but now for the
prestack migrated depth cube. Note again the improved image
in the seismic section (top part) and also the dramatically im-
proved resolution in the seismic coherence attribute analysis.
In particular, we note that the image in Figure 5b is generally
less coherent than that in Figure 5a, since the images are less
smeared. We note that the fault block delineated by the white
arrows is sheared by a great many microfaults slightly offset-

FIG. 4. Chair diagram of poststack depth migrated data and
horizontal depth slice at 3.5 km through the coherence cube
folded along y = 20 km. Note that two fault edges (indicated
by the arrows) are rather ambiguous on both the vertical
(x, z) seismic section and the horizontal (x, y) coherence depth
slice.

ting the reflectors. This sheared zone can be carried out into
the (x, y) plane using seismic coherence.

Example 2: Offshore Norway

In Figure 6, we compare the image from the flow result
NMO-DMO-stack + poststack time migration with the
prestack image. For comparison, the prestack depth image has
been stretched vertically back to time. To minimize computa-
tional cost, we processed the data in the prestack imaging only
to the maximum frequency present at the target horizon. For
this reason, the poststack image has greater vertical resolution
above the target that is at 2.4 s. In Figure 7, we display a
depth slice at 1.35 s equivalent time, which cuts right through
a dewatered zone. Careful v(x, y, t) velocity analysis before
NMO-DMO stack also provides superior focusing in the
shallow section over our simpler v(z) prestack image. Never-
theless, we observe that the higher temporal frequency present
in the poststack time-migrated image does not provide us with
any significant increase in resolution at the target horizon.
It appears that our conventional CMP processing flow is not
sufficiently accurate to map the scattered energy properly from
the dewatered zone onto the zero offset. In contrast, the simple

FIG. 5. Chair diagram of prestack depth migrated and the hori-
zontal depth slice at 3.5 km through the coherence cube folded
along line 800 at y = 20 km. Note that the fault edge (indicated
by the arrows) is easily traced from the vertical (x, z) seismic
section onto the horizontal (x, y) coherence depth slice. This
fault block is sheared further by a great many microfaults, giv-
ing rise to the woodgrainlike texture seen on the (x, y) coher-
ence depth slice.
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prestack depth migration processing flow better compensates
for these effects, resulting in significantly higher resolution.

To examine the lateral resolution of these two flows, we ex-
tract time slices as t = 1.35 s and display them in Figures 7a and
7c. Because of differences in the resulting wavelets for the two
flows, caused by different amplitude balancing, wavelet shap-
ing, blueness filtering, etc., a direct numerical comparison of
the two data volumes is precluded. However, we can discern
distinct blocks of nearly constant amplitude in the northern
portion of the prestack image that are blurred at best in the
poststack image. We also recognize several amplitude linea-
ments such as that indicated by white arrows in Figure 7c that
are not visible in Figure 7a. To compensate for differences in
wavelet shape and horizon time, we extract time slices from the
wavelet response envelope attribute cube in Figures 7b and 7d.
The wavelet response attribute (Bodine, 1984) assigns the in-
stantaneous attribute measured at the seismic envelope peak
to every time sample lying within the given envelope lobe. (For
a more detailed description of the envelope attribute, see Taner
et al., 1979). With the wavelet phase component removed, we

FIG. 6. In line (x, t), vertical slices extracted from an off-
shore Norway survey through the seismic data cube after (a)
conventional NMO-DMO-stack-poststack time migration, and
(b) prestack depth migration followed by stack of the com-
mon-offset depth images and stretch to time. Arrows indicate
a dewatering zone at t = 1.35 s.

begin to see the outline of polygonal dewatering features in
Figure 7d. The edges of these polygonal features are fuzzy at
best on the poststack image shown in Figure 7b.

In Figure 8, we extract the time slice at t = 1.35 s from a
coherence cube calculated for each of the seismic data volumes.
The dewatered cells are mapped clearly as coherent events
delineated by distinct incoherent edges on the prestack data in
Figure 8b. Corresponding features can be seen on the poststack
image, but only after using the prestack images as a guide.

We are also able to map changes in amplitude and to estimate
dip within the same five-trace seismic analysis window used to
calculate the coherence shown in Figure 8 using broad-band
eigenvector-based attributes developed by Marfurt and Kirlin
(2000). We note that the amplitude gradients shown in Fig-
ures 9a and 9b are significantly less organized than the clear lin-
eations we see in Figures 9c and 9d generated from the prestack
image. Like coherence, changes in reflector amplitude are an
(independent) means of delineating dewatering features. Be-
cause these are gradient calculations, east-west lineations are
enhanced by ∂a/∂x shown in Figure 9c, while North-South lin-
eations are enhanced by ∂a/∂y shown in Figure 9d.

As our final attribute, we display the reflector dip estimate.
In Figures 10a and 10b, we display north-south and east-west
apparent dip calculated from our poststack data cube. To
correlate dip to dewatering feature edges, we have superposed
our coherence image shown in Figure 8a. Figures 10c and 10d
display the analogous results calculated from our prestack
imaged data cube. We note that in addition to the distinct
amplitude of the dewatering cells seen in Figures 7c and
7d, each of the major polygonal cells is characterized by a
simple, slowly varying dip. The high apparent dip estimates are
correlated strongly with the dewatering cell edges and with
areas of lower coherence. In short, we have four attributes
that clearly delineate dewatering cells: envelope, coherence,
amplitude gradient, and apparent dip.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that prestack imaging can improve data qual-
ity dramatically and has a positive impact on attribute analy-
sis. In particular, 3-D prestack imaging improves the fidelity
of both seismic coherence and amplitude variability measure-
ments.

Although 3-D prestack time or depth migration can increase
the fidelity of seismic attributes greatly, seismic attributes can
be of considerable aid in judging image quality, thereby helping
us to qualify the accuracy of our velocity model. Typically, we
judge the accuracy of prestack images in two ways: through the
consistency of the multiple common-offset seismic images at
discrete common reflection-analysis points, and through the fo-
cusing of fault-plane terminations on vertical sections through
the final stacked volume. The sensitivity of seismic attribute
maps, particularly seismic coherence, provides us with a third
measure of quality control: the examination of target-oriented
migrated depth slices for clarity of fault edges, and geologic
consistency of stratigraphic features such as channels, dewa-
tering features, and karsting on each common-offset volume.
Because most of the attributes shown here are multitrace at-
tributes, they do tend to be sensitive to 3-D structures, which
can be analyzed along depth or time slices, thereby comple-
menting conventional common-reflection-point analysis along
vertical slices.
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FIG. 7. Time slice at 1.35 s through (a) seismic data and (b) response envelope cubes after CMP processing
and poststack imaging (c) seismic data and (d) response envelope cubes after prestack imaging. Because of the
difference in the resulting wavelet, the detailed appearance is quite different. However, careful inspection shows
that the prestack images have significantly higher lateral resolution and much better continuity of the faulting.

FIG. 8. Time slice through two coherence cubes at t = 1.35 s, after (a) conventional CMP processing and post-
stack imaging and (b) after prestack imaging. The polygonal dewatering features are defined much better on the
prestack migrated image.
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Although common reflection-point analysis will tell how
accurate a velocity model is, typically ±3% at best, multi-
trace seismic attributes more readily illuminate the subtle
differences between results from different velocity models.
Multitrace seismic attributes facilitate comparisons between
data sets that have not been subjected to identical process-
ing, for instance, poststack versus prestack migration, dif-
ferent velocity models used, different migration operators,
etc.

Even for simple velocity structures, where most geophysi-
cists feel comfortable with conventional NMO/DMO/stack
flows followed by poststack imaging, direct prestack imaging
yields superior results, implicitly unscrambling complex re-
flections and diffractions. The examples shown here indicate

FIG. 9. Time slice through the amplitude gradient (a) to the north ∂a/∂x and (b) to the east ∂a/∂y cubes generated
from the poststack migrated data volume. Time slices through (c) ∂a/∂x and (d) ∂a/∂y cubes generated from the
prestack migrated data volume. Note the improved lineations defining the edges of dewatering features on the
prestack data volume.

that tedious, manpower-intensive stacking velocity analysis re-
quired in the conventional processing flow will degrade the
final image even for simple velocity structures because of the
fact that at a lateral position for a specific time, there can be two
crossing events that need to be stacked with different velocities.
In the prestack imaging process, the detailed velocity analysis
is done after migration, when most reflections are already close
to or at their proper positions. If the velocity function used in
the prestack imaging is not too far off (our experience shows
±10% in rms velocity), the residual velocity picking is rela-
tively simple and less ambiguous because most complicated
reflections have been unscrambled already.

Three-D attribute analysis requires either a 3-D data vol-
ume or a slab of data extracted about a target horizon or time
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FIG. 10. Time slices through the (a) north and (b) east apparent dip cubes generated from the poststack migrated
data volume. Time slices through the (c) north and (d) east apparent dip cubes generated from the prestack
migrated data volume. Blue indicates positive apparent dip to the north, yellow to the south, green to west, and
red to east, and gray indicates no dip. We have overlain the coherence images from Figure 8 to show how the
steeper dips correlate with the edges of the dewatering features.

slice. Prestack imaging opens up a completely new dimension
to seismic attribute analysis, where prestack velocity analysis
may benefit from the attribute analysis and where new multi-
trace, multioffset attributes may be derived.
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